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Introduction and Project Objective
The South African Mint (the Mint), a wholly-owned subsidiary of the South African Reserve Bank (SARB),
launched a campaign to mark 25 years of South Africa’s democracy in April 2019.
The year 2019 marks an important anniversary in South Africa’s recent history. Twenty-five years ago,
in April 1994, the country held its first democratic elections, a significant step towards the formation of a
new country and the adoption of the constitution.
As the country’s sole issuer of legal tender coins and a foremost storyteller and preserver of South
African history and heritage, the Mint was well-placed to celebrate this milestone through coinage.
A new series of commemorative circulation and collectable coins was issued through a program
designed to generate maximum public participation, raise awareness of coins and to sow the seed to
collect coins.
The SA25 coin program was developed, involving everyday South Africans in the development of the
coin themes and designs, reinvigorating national pride. The program was conceptualised and developed
three years prior to the anniversary and put through the mandatory consultation and approval processes
with key stakeholders.
Legal regulation dictates that all legal tender coin concepts (theme and design) are approved by the
SARB and then the Cabinet (the most senior level of the executive branch of the Government of South
Africa). The concept for commemorating South Africa’s 25 years of democracy too, underwent the same
approval process.

Concept
The Big idea was to develop coins in a manner that mirrors the concept of democracy: “for the people,
by the people”. The designs of the new coins would have to reflect what every day South Africans
regarded as significant in our new democracy.
For the first time ever, the SA Mint embarked on a participatory programme to solicit coin themes and
designs from members of the South African public. ‘Born Frees’ (those born in a democratic South
Africa) were invited to provide their perspectives on democracy, freedom and culture in South Africa
as we know it today.
These unique perspectives from the youth were used to inform the coin design concepts. It was
discovered that the concepts correlated with many of the citizen rights found in our Constitution. They
were grouped together and put to the Mint’s coin theme and design panels to interrogate.
The outcome of this work was the themes to be depicted on:
1.

5 x R2 circulation coins, depicting five different rights of the Bill of Rights,

2.

1 x R5 circulation coin featuring the first democratic election in 1994.

3.

3 x Collectable coins encompassing the overall theme of 25 years of Democracy under our
Constitution.
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a.
b.
c.

1 x Bronze commemorating “We the people”, the preamble of our Constitution
1 x Silver commemorating the image that everyone have of the first election – people
waiting in the queue to vote
1 x Gold with the image of the Constitutional Court in South Africa

The process of selecting artists to collaborate with on this project began with a long list of 27 artists of
different disciplines; from painters, illustrators, sculptors, even a tattoo artist; some well-known, some
lesser known but all of them well established and highly rated but critics and peers alike. This was a
further engagement with the public.
From this long list, nine artists were short-listed for the project based on art styles that would work
best on the coin medium.
Each artist was briefed on a theme we thought they would depict the best and at the same time we
also gave them an option to choose a theme which resonated best with them to enable us to get the
best artistic interpretations. Designs were presented to the Mint’s design panel.
The art best depicted on the coins were selected to become the coin design.
Artist Video

Product
Theme: Bill of Right - Freedom of Religion, Belief
and Opinion

Theme: Environmental Rights
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Theme: Right to Education

Theme: Right to Freedom of movement
and Residence

Theme: Children’s’ rights
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Theme: Let us live & strive for Freedom.
First democratic vote 27 April 1994

Collectable coins
Theme: We the people

Theme: 25 years of Constitutional
Democracy
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Theme: Constitutional Court of South Africa

Typography used on all the coins – designed for
the Constitutional Court

Coin Video - with theme of SA25 - Find, Collect, Keep

Marketing Campaign
An extensive go-to-market strategy was developed to promote the new coins and commemorate South
Africa’s 25 years of democracy.
Agency Selection
A formal tender process to find a suitable marketing agency was conducted in the second half of 2018.
Six reputable agencies invited to pitch for the promotional campaign and in the end, Wetpaint
Advertising, a small, Johannesburg-based agency won the bid based on the innovation and practicality
of their proposal.
The SA25 campaign would have its own logo, coin packaging design, social media platforms,
a mini-website, and it would be taken out to the people through a series of shopping mall
‘activations’.
Using social and other digital media platforms, public relations and below-the-line tactics, the four-month
marketing campaign was launched at the end of April 2019, with media snippets and on social media,
revealing the new campaign logo. The coins were scheduled for release over three months, with two
coins being issued per month (one at the beginning and the other at the end of the month), to allow
each artist and design the opportunity to be profiled on their own. The official coin launch was held on
the 5th of June, at the revered Constitutional Court of South Africa in Johannesburg. A diverse guest list
of SARB, government, constitutional court representatives and coin dealers and customers attended
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the event on the day. We had 150 guest, the objective was to get as much editorial coverage as
possible.



Marketing collateral
Advertising – Collectables

Advertising – Circulation Coin

School letter given with empty folders to entice learners to collect the coins in circulation
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Fact sheet to sales people, dealers and to the commercial banks



Mini-website
We developed a specific mini-website to create awareness of the SA25 commemoration.
Covering all aspects.
https://sa25.co.za/



Social media switched on
We used the SA25 campaign to launch the South African Mint on social media with
Instagram, Facebook and Twitter
Facebook Overview
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Top performing organic post on Facebook

Facebook Ads – Website clicks
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Twitter overview

Top performing organic post
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Website clicks

Followers



Pop-up stores

Pop-up store

Tuk Tuk
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Mall Activations

Launch Event
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PR Outcome

PR agency fee

Amount of articles

R70 000/month

171

AVE (advertising
equivalent)
R4 557 455,41

value PR Value (AVE x3)
R 13 672 366,23

Editorial coverage after first month (June)

Conclusion
In the first two months following the campaign launch, the program achieved impressive publicity,
media coverage and collectable coin sales.
The coin themes and designs resonated with South Africans, which achieved the objective of
invigorating national pride. The media responded well to the innovative designs which depicted some
of South Africa’s constitutional rights, as well as the overall concept of involving everyday South
Africans in coin theme and design development


Speaks to South African people



Good story = good PR



Platform and brand exposure



Allowed for activity of artists within their own brand



Collaboration allowed for coins to come to forefront



Public engagement – enhanced the image of the South African Mint



Create new clients for the Mint – younger base



Excellent sales results



Future competition to be announced to the public to submit design after September of other
rights that speaks to them

